CIRCULAR

Sub:- General Education - Bogus Admission detected by Super Check cell - Fixing the liability - reg.
Ref:- (1) GO(P) No.199/11/G.Edn dated 01/10/11.

Consequent on the inspection of Supercheck Cell of the Director of Public Instruction, several divisions and posts were abolished in many schools due to the detection of bogus admission of pupils. The teachers appointed against the posts were retrenched from service after proper approval from educational officers concerned based on staff fixation order. They were also receiving salary till the bogus admission were detected by super check officers. The Director of Public Instruction ordered to recover the loss sustained by Government by way of payment of salary to the teachers who were worked against the abolished posts, from the Head Master of the concerned schools.

2) In the circumstances, Government hereby clarify that the teachers who were appointed and given approval, drawn salary and then subsequently thrown out by super check cell due to detection of bogus admission of pupil will be included in the list of retrenched teachers. The amount disbursed to teachers by way of salary shall be recovered from their salaries in 36 equal installments after getting re-appointment in the Educational department. If there is
no chance to recover the amount from any of the retrenched teacher due to non-acceptance of re-appointment then the amount shall be recovered from the Head Master of the school concerned.
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